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The Make-Do

The day drops voices
on my tongue, all the burnt dust,
garbage, tenderness. Duties waste time.

I am stupid among crisp brown leaves.
I lick salt fresh from the window
and wait for the big moon.

I get more curious than you think.
Change is impure, vulgar,
a magnificent rush in make-do.

Dust sticks to my daydream shoes.
A taxi revs its autonomy and escapes
into a dirty, unclear horizon.

The main road is a dream hatched,
a tremendous streaking
in the fast fold of fret lines.

I can’t always dash moments.
I haunt my junk.
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The River Night

All the old words are new words
aligned in a shaky way
all over the climbing sheet,
shanks of curtains, the crispy cords.

Now they wind me up
and work free in planet light,
the risky tintinnabulation
of vine, and tree, and thorn.

The night is always green.
It’s a flaky field of beat folly
and fishy streams,
jittery laps of unfinished work.

It’s the hour of lust and rain.
What do you do with lust and rain?
Drink and wander and shiver.
Hey, sometimes it’s all river.

Some thing laughs its dream.
Some thing swims above.
Some thing sheds its smoke.
Some thing runs.

I’m so afraid that I want to joke
in an hour of ardent seconds.
New words rain like love,
earth shaking its light, its weather.
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I unfasten a thousand sheets.
I risk the river.
I find something patient
among wandering exhaust and sap.
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Swoop

smell dirt under tongues as worms
     loop over
     leaf syllables
big fat blues blowing blossom, dogs
     politics, scraps
     climate! hear it roar
fretting along gutters and roads
     sign says ‘gobble and go’
     but where
we’re all sung under the flush of
     pollen
     a day’s leavings
how old is the gate, listen to it swing
     weather grips
     your clothes
how lucky! as if that’s all there is
     glimpse of
     water through trees
leaves break in your hand, wing swoop
     syncopates
     blues of the galaxy
huge chords rush outside, rain, trucks
     hard dreams
     three stars in a pool

the grass shivers
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Temper

They say morning’s temper
binds you to this world
of taking. As if the air said
all you need is to scram
or laugh. If it’s real payback,
why try to earn it.
There are better things to do
with your shoes.
This is no mystery.
Movement chafes expectancy
till it hurts and hackles.
It’s a pissing contest,
round that hew
the hours hand you.
You can’t whimper.
This, also, isn’t a mystery.
It’s halfway day.
The dog’s at the fence.
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The Storm

The storm catches on the door.
It’s a good sign, a surge that’s more than breathing,
that blows away dirt from reliquaries,
and directions from their careful signs.
It’s near speech and near trembling,
sky-bringer fate crowning from its centre,
if there was a centre rather than millennia
of waves, segmentation, volcanic chemistry.
And all this chlorophyll blowing around,
that does not understand solitude
but certainly vortex and rage,
the made and unmade clouds, constant phantoms
and caprices, the moving walls.
There is no void.           There is future,
no matter which way breaks,
the branch we find fallen on the new plants.
It’s not a lucky escape from death, rust, abrasion, or bad 

thoughts
as I revise the possibilities within milliseconds.
A second doesn’t describe any thought.
A thought doesn’t show how I might want to run.
Time has nothing to do with what I hope to find
trembling in a gauge or written on a screen.
What passes is passing, and will pass.
If anything is eternal it is the motion,
as I step out to sweep what has gone and come.
The leaves make a noise almost as if
I was waiting for someone.
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The Sex of the House

Watching morning from the inside
     The approximate spills on your skin
Answering a phone in a dream
     And you pick it up as light strikes
          And so on

It’s not your heart that’s the bird
     Your guts flutter in spring
The bumpy road to the interior
     That’s where it’s all happening

Something drips in the ceiling
     And underneath evidence of love
Of leavings, stove tops, nails
     Catching on the old ghost you asked to leave

Why are there no crisp mornings
     Why can’t I walk among citizens
Stop slamming the door
     Instead of dreaming of the holy

What was it you wanted to tell me
     In a phone, in a dream
In a country that doesn’t exist
     Where we could live and even die
          And    so    on
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Rituals in Ultrasound and Gardens

What worlds we incorporate
in body time which is where
those worlds are entranced
in entering flesh darkness
on the screen numb pain
mirrored through sound
that seems chaotic but is
knitted in bodied work

How does form work?
The spread of a woman’s shape
more than voice echo in
being that crater that mere
that long hill that internal
swallowed light the shiver of
breath in darkness that is also
being pale bone dark muscle
the lake of torso brown
and pink mouths of pleasure to eat
and drink to touch skin like
a mirror a spiral or winglike
as if flight was possible
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To escape the human for a
moment like being a rock or
a leaf, a mist, a serpent, a door as
proximities stream nerve light
glare of the lungs and heart
glimmer of spine tallow of
absences or spaces as if almost
casual about blood glyph

A moment in a wave of thought
lucid and fuzzy together
nothing is ever still     an assembly
like history, scenes, weaving
undulant seas, savannahs, freeways
peeling bark, dying trees, masked power
soft power spreading into
fissures of markets and parliaments
impressions in layers of rock
ghost shapes in metal, graveyards
as gardens, housings spirited
in vined, veined leafy fresh dermis
shaped as a woman shapes
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Maps and Cavities

Something crackles     under my left heel
     the green floor
     the white dust

Weeds ferment

I’m stumbling on autopilot
all my artefacts
        are wrapped in decisions
my headache splashes       out

The afternoon shadow       on the fence
               is dependable

The sky is busy
there are cavities          for the wind

Music doesn’t     always
make it right

Sometimes the ground
     shakes     slightly
     as though my feet shiver
     It’s a racket, the earth

What did we do     when it was quiet
It has never
     been quiet
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Orders of chaos        make syllables sweet

There are marks all over the water
There’s water all over the water

Pain is an        all day thing
sometimes
          things improve

Streets crack     in the century
cold lowers
          onto the square

The yonder is crazy

Look at the stars
Watch birds
Think about     old migrations
Fail again
Think about new migrations     again

Walls fill with     ardent discussion
each word
loving      each word

The present          seems to have passed
the pain in my shoulder
        remains

Planes loop past the moon
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Everyday something’s added
          to the floor
the hidden rises
     plastic, metal
     forgotten things
     blooms

Someone’s knocking          on the door
there’s probably an answer

Neglect archetypes       make an escape

The air    is hissing
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